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Eewrnee X.M. 
HeKOTOpLie JaMe'laHHll OTIIOCHTeJILHO ypaeHeHHll BOJIL!peHWTeiiHa 
no OCUHJIJlllUHH HeiiTpHHO B eemecTBe. 
Ynpyme B3aJIMO)leUCTBHll HeiiTpHHO B eemecTBe H IlOJlllpH3auHll eemecTBa HeiiTpHHO 
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AliaJJH3HpyeTCll q>H3HKa, JieJKawall B OCHOBe ypaeHeHHll BOJIL!peHWTeiiHa . .!LnJi 3TOU UeJIH HJyqaeTCll 
npOXOJK,neHHe q>OTOHa, MaCCHBHOU 3apl1JKeHHOU 'laCTHULI H MaCCHBHOro HeiiTPHHO qepe3 eemeCTBO. 
TioKaJLIBaeTCll, 'ITO IlOCKOJILKY CJia6oe B3aJIMO)leUCTBHe He MOJKeT reHepnpoeaTL Macey, TO :meprnll 
(W) ynpyroro B3aJIMO)leUCTBHll HeiiTpHHO B eemecTBe paena Hymo. 3TO npHBO/lHT K 3aKJIIO'leHmo: 
pe30HaJICHOe ycHJieHne OCUHJIJlllUHH HeiiTpHHO B eemecTBe He )lOJIJKHO npOHCXO)lHTL. 

TioKaJLIBaeTCll, 'ITO B CJia6ux B3aHMO)lettCTBHllX 'lepeHKOBCKOe HJJIY'!eHne He CYlllecTByeT. 
rnnoTeTH'leCKoe Jieeo-npaeocHMMeTPH'IHoe CJia6oe B3aHMO)leUCTBHe, KOTOpoe HCilOJILJyeTCll B ypae

HeHHH BoJIL!pellWTeiiHa, MOJKeT renepnpoeaTL pe30HaJICHoe ycHJieHne OCUHJIJlllUHH neiiTpHHO B eemecT
ee, HO (KaK IlOKaJaJIO B pa6oTe [ l]) YCJIOBHe /lJlll CY111eCTBOBaJIHll TaKOro pe30HaHCa B 3Be3)lax 
He peanHJyeTCll. oOJiee TOro, IlOKaJLIBaeTCll, 'ITO npH BLIXO)le neiiTPHHO HJ eemecTBa (COJIHUa) B BaKYYM 
pe30HaJICHOe ycHJieHHe OCUHJIJlllUHH HeiiTpHHO /lOJIJKHO HC'leJHYTL 6ecCJie)lHO. 

Pa6oTa BLIIlOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpHH ceepXBLICOKHX 3Heprnii OIUIH. 

Coo6111eHHe Om,e)lHHeHHOro HHCTHTYTa ll/lepHLIX HCCJle)lOBaHHii. L\y6Ha, 1997 
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The physics laying on the basis of the Wolfenstein equation, is analysed. For this purpose a photon, 
a massive charged particle and a massive neutrino passing through matter are studied. It is also shown 
that since. the standard weak interaction cannot generate masses, it cannot generate permanent polarization 
of matter either, due to this reason the energy (W) of neutrino elastic interaction in matter 
in the Wolfenstein equation is zero. It leads to the conclusion: resonance enhancement of neutrino 
oscillations in matter does not exist. 

It is shown that in the standard weak interaction the Cherenkov radiation cannot exist. 
The hypothetical left-right symmetrical weak interaction, which is used in the Wolfenstein equation, 

can generate the resonance enhancement of neutrino oscillation in matter, but for stars the condition 
for realization of the resonance is not fulfilled. Moreover, it is shown that the neutrino resonance 
enhancement in matter must disappear without leaving a trace when neutrinos go out into vacuum 
from matter (the Sun). 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, JINR. 
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I Introduction 

In the previous work [l] the physics laying on the basis of the Wolfen
stein equation was analysed. There was drawn a conclusion: in the 
Wolfenstein equation [2] a hypothetical left-right symmetrical weak in
teraction is used but not the standard (left-side ) weak interaction. 
Therefore the conclusions (resonance enhancement of neutrino oscilla
tions in matter ) obtained there, have no connection with the weak 
interaction physics. 

This work is to continue the discussion on the problem of neutrinos 
passing through matter. 

2 The Wolfenstein Equation for Neutrino in Mat
ter 

In the ultrarelativistic limit the evolution equation for the neutrino 
wave function v~ in matter has the form [2] 

.dv~ • 1'12 • · 
z- = (pl+ - + W)v~ 

dt 2p ' 
(1) 

where p, 1.\t/2
, Ware, respectively, the momentum, the square mass ma

trix in vacuum (it is nondiagonal) and the matrix taking into account 
neutrino interactions in matter, 

v~ = ( :: ) ' 

· ( 1 0) I= 0 l . 

Thf matrix 1'12 is diagonalized by rotation through the angle 0 
(vacuum oscillation): 

( 

m2 m2 ) .\'j2 - 11,11, 11,11µ 
• - m2 m.2 ' 

VµVe VµVµ, 

2 
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2 
21nv,vµ 

- -;;- -2 I' tan(20) - I m2. - mv,v, 
11µ11µ 

~ 2 = I 2 ' ( 
m

2 
0 ) 

},,fdiag O m2 

1 . 
m2 = -[(m2 + m2 ) ± l(m2 - m2 )2 + 4m4 ] 1,2 2 VeVe VµVµ V' Ve Ve VµVµ VeVµ ' 

A 2 _ /( 2 _ 2 )2 + 4 4 um - V' mv,v, mllµllµ niv,vµ• 

and the length of oscillation Lo in this case is 

L 41rp E ~ 
o = I z z I' = pc. m1 - m2 . 

(2) 

(3) 

Since M2 is a nondiagonal matrix ( evidently, A/2 appc-ars at very short 
distances rp, rp >> -1-), this vacuum oscillation of neutrinos will take mw 
place at any energies with the length of oscillation Lo. The solution of 
equation (I) is ~onsidered in detail in [3] and here tlH' main results will 
be shown in the reduced form. 

When neutrinos are passing through matter, tlwir influence (see 
equation ( 1)) leads to changes of the rotation angle 0 for diagonalizing 
the mass matrix Af2, if diagonal matrix TV, responsible for the differ
ence between the interactions of the neutrinos (v,, 111,), is added to the 
mass term AI2/2p, and then 0 becomes 0'(0' i= 0). 

Thus, neutrino mixing in matter is determined by si1i2(20'): 

sin2(20') = sin2(20)/[(cos(20) - ~~ )2 + si1i2(~0)], (4) 

'2 _ l [( '2 '2 ✓ '2 '2 4 ] 
1n1 2 - - 1nll II + ml/ II ) ± ( ml/ II - m.11 II ) + 4mll II ' , 2 ee µµ te Jiµ eµ 

A '2 _ /( '2 '2 )2 4 4 
u1n - I 1nv,11, - 17lllµllµ + ,nv,v,,, 

, Lo 
Lo = sin(20)' 

h I I f • w ere m 11, 11,, 1n111111µ are n1asses o Ve, v1j 1n matter, L0 is a diffraction 
length (i.e., length of formation), 

Lo = 21rmp(2o.5G FP}~)-1 = 

3107 (m)(p(g/cm3)2Ye)--1
, 

Ye is the number of electrons per nucleon. 

.- . 
i ljt,1;,.c1:;,::~ •• ~4r13"i.:n.ryr I 
' ~1~·;;1mu~ acc.nei::~auHft i 5viSJfl40TEKA 
··~.,); ~-

(5) 



In the ,common case 0' depends on the difference of masses m1, m2, 
density p of matter and the neutrino momentum'. · 

At Lo. ~. L 0 the resonant neutrino oscillatibns take place, i.e., 
sin2(20') ~ 1 or 0' ~ f. But, since ti.m'2 ~ m~.v,., the length of oc
sillations in_ matter L0 is defined by m~,v,. 

L' - 41rp 
o-1 m2 I 

VeVµ 

and increases relatively to the vacuum oscillations length Lo. 
We remind that at resonance (if vµ(0) = 0 ) the oscillations are 

defined by the following expression: 

Ve(t) ~ ½[exp(-iE~t) + exp(-iE;t)] ve(0) 

vµ(t) ~ ½[exp(-iE~t) - exp(-iE~t)] vf(0), (6) 

or 
P(ve -+ Ve, t) = 1 - sin2(20' (r)) sin2

[ L:(r) ], r = ct, (7) 

(where E~, E~ are energies of v1, v2 neutrinos), there neutrino reso
nance mixings take place. It is necessary to notice that the position of 
the angle mixing ni.aximu~ at resonance in matter ( sin 2 

( 20' ( r))) may 
not coincide with the position of the maximum of neutrino oscillations 
in matter (sin2[Lr(r)D' therefore the picture of neutrino oscillations in 
matter is complicated. 

If all ve(t) neutrinos are transformed to vµ(t), then sin(0') = 1 
(cos(0') = 0), 0' = i and sin2{20') = 0. It is obvious that the considered 
mechanism cannot lead to such transitions./ 

The equation (1) was obtained at supposition that the neutrino 
behaviour in matter is analogous to a photon behaviour in matter with 
refraction coeflicient-n. 

The photon velocity din matter with refractioh fodex n is 

I C 
c=-

n 
(8) 

a:u'd depends on characteristics of matter. 

4 

,; 

" 

The laws of conservation of the energy and the momentum of the 
photon in matter have the following form: 

E -E E _Eo· Eo(n-I) o- + matt--+--'----'-. n n 

Po Po(n - I) 
Po = P + Pmatt = - + ---'-- (9) 

n n 
WQ . I 

Eo = nwo, w = -, E =pc, 
n 

where £0• Po aie primary energy and momentum of the photon. E. p. Ematt. 

Pman are. respectively. energy and momentum of the photon in matter and energy 

and momentum of the matter polarization of the passing photon (matter 
response). 

If we suppose that the neutrinos in matter behave in analogy with 
the photon in matter and the neutrino refraction indices are defined by 
the e:,quession 

21rN 
n; = 1 + yf;(O), (10} 

(where i is type of neutrinos (e, µ, r), N is density of matter; /;(O) are 
a real part of the forward scattering amplitude), then the velocity of 
neutrinos in matter is determined by n;. 

The electron neutrino (ve) in matter interacts via lV±, zo bosons 
and vµ, Vr interact only via Zo boson. These differences in interactions 
lead to the following differences on the refraction coefficients of Ve and 
Vµ,Vr 

21rN 
tln = -/l/(0) 

p2 

~/(0) = -V2Gp 
21r' 

where G is Fermi constant. · 

(11) 

Therefore the velocities of Ve and vµ, Vr in matter are differen_t. · And 
at the suitable density,of matter this difference can lead to a resonance 
enhancement of neutrino oscillation in matter [3,1]. 
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· 3 Analysis of the Wolfenstein Equation·· · 

In previous works [1] it was sh~wn that. a hypothetical left-right sym
metrical weak interaction is used in the Wolfenstein equation therefore 
we can use some anal~gy with the Electrodynamics. , 

Then arises the question: can neutrinos in matter behave as the 
photon in matter? 

This question arises since the neutrinos are supposed to be mas
sive particles .but not massless ones.,An9 the massive cha~ged particle 
behaves u11li_ke. the photon in Illatter. Velocity . v can. be, highe_r tha,n 
velo~ity c' of the ·ph~ton in matter and v < c. . ·· 

Elastic- and . inelastic interactio~s can take plac~ in iri~tt~r: . Here 
we are interested only in elastic interactions, namely potenti~f iriter
actions of the charged particle in matter. -These. int~r~~tions l~ad, to 
polarization of the matter, in the result of it a definite part of energy 
and momentum of the massive charged particle go for polarization of 
matter. The laws of conservation oflhe energy and the momentum of 
the charged particle in matter, have the foU()wing form:_ 

• >, • •a ' - , : , 

Eo·= E+ Ematt, 

Po = P + p;nat~, . (12) 

where Eo,Po 'areprimary ene~gy and mom~ntum of the charged par
ti~le;·E,p, Ematt,P,;,~tt are, respectively, energy a'1id momentum of tl1e 
ch~~ged · pa'rtide i~ matter ~nd energy ~nd mome1~t.um 'of the 1:natter 
polarization. 

It is clear that the matter polarizatioii moves with the velocity 
which .is equal to the velocity of the· cha_rged particle in matter, v, if 
this velocity v is less than the velocity of light in matter c'. If v is equal 
or larger than c', the energy and the momentum of. polarization will 
go for the Cherenkov radiation [4], i.e., 'the e~ergy and tl1e n10mentum 
los~.e~ wiil take place. . . , .. , . , , . •. 

·' it is ·h1t~resting to k:O.o~ di~tributions of the energy.and momentum 
between the charged particle and th~ matter polarizatio~ or which part 
of the energy goes for mass ·alteration of the charged massive particle 
(t_he field of this particle is left-right symmetrical and ·can be changed 
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~1 

f, 
\' 

the effective mass of the particle). To solve this problem, it is necessary 
to, do. a detailed computing of this interaction ( connection b.etween 
mo, m can be obtained using equations {12)). Since it is .not .of.our 
interest, we do not do this computing. T_he interest is connected with 
the problem of resonance neutrino oscillations in the hypothetical left-

. right symmetrical interaction \vbich is used in the Wolfenstein equation 
(see also expressions (:3), (4) and p~rt 3-in [1] ). 

Work [1] estimates the depbsit of the hypothetical left-right inter
action in the mass of Ve neutrino in the regions wher~ enharicerhetit 
of neutrino oscillations in matter can appear. As in the previc:ius case 

· { electromagnetic interaction) we do not fulfil a detailed computing since 
it, is not of our practical interest; 

One needs to notice, from the analogy of the elPctrodyi1amics, that 
the considered process is· an elastic one, therefore and if even the neu
trin'o resonance enhaticem:ent arises 'inside the· matt,l'r ( the Sun), when 
these neutrinos go out from matter {the Sun} ,into, vacuum, this. en
hancement disappears without _leaving a trace and the oscillation~ tran~ 
sit to vacuum neutrino oscillations {in vacuum the masses, energies and 
m_omenta of the neutrinos are restored). The same result is obtained 
fro~ eq. (6) since in vacuum fg' -+ o· and sin2(20') -+ sin2{20). . . 

It is very interesting to notice th'at iri the consider~cl 'case ( tlie 
"' . , ' .. ,, 

hypothetical left-right symmetrical weak interaction) if · · ,., 

nf - 1 > 0, .{13) 

then, in analogy with the Electrodynamics, ~hen vi > £, the Chere~kov r • n, 
radiation will take place. · · · · 

4 .· Neutrinos iri Matter ' - !'; > 

• -:.,.1 ':· 

Let' 'ti's pas's 'to a' more detailed disc1issio~. gf the problem of res~na~ce 
', - ~ • ' . , ( ',. ," ."- ., 1 •• - - - ' ' ' .• , - • ; : ' : - : . ', 

enhancement of neutrino oscillations in matter in the weak.interaction. 

As:is kno,vi/[5;1], this inter~cti~n cannot generate the ·-m~ses. 
Ther~fore wh;n the massive neutrino is p~sing through. 'mciter,itim'a'.ss 
does not change. · · · · ; · '·' · · ' · ., 

7_ 



The laws of conservation of the neutrino energy and the momen
tum have the following form ( we do not take into account inelastic 

. processes): 

a) Eo=E+lV, 

b)po=p+W,8, (14) 

where Eo,Po, E,p are, respectively, energy and momentum neutrino in 
vacuum and _in matter, lV is elastic energy of neutrino interaction in 
matter, {3 = ~-

It is obvious that the response of matter moves with the velocity 
c(/3 = 1) since the weak h1teraction cannot generate a mass ( the mass of 
system is not changed). If expression b) is substituted into expression 
a), we obtain the following expression: 

. . \ 

✓P6 + mij = ·J(Po. - lV/3)2 + mij + lV, 

which is solved only if: 

rn0 = 0, 

or 

W=O. 

(15) 

(16) 

The requirement of conservations of energy and momentum for the 
weak interacting particle in· matter leads to a conclusion that or 

m0 =0, 

or if 

mo=/- 0, 

then the elastic energy of neutrino interaction with matter ( or the 
energy of the matter response lV) must be zero lV = 0, i.e., there 
take place only virtual interactions of the neutrino in matter, which is 
admitted by nonidentity relations, and there is no permanent response 
of ~atter (in comparision ~ith the electrodynamics): · 

As soon as the neutrinos are massive particles in the '\Volfenstein 
equation, the lV must be equal to zero, and, this is why there are no 
any changes of neutrino oscillations in matter. 

B· 

In the reverse cases (when m0; = 0) the lV can differ from· zero, 
but in this case, as is well .known, the vacuum oscillation of neutrinos 
cannot take place. 

So, we come to a conclusion: no resonance enhancement of neutrino 
oscillations in matter arises through the standard weak interaction 

It is interesting to remark that, when the neutrinos are passing 
through matter, there is no permanent polarization (ni = 1) of the 
matter , that is why the Cherenkov radiation cannot arise there. 

5 Conclusion 

The physics laying on the basis of the Wolfenstein equation, is analysed. 
For this purpose a photon, a massive charged particle and a massive 
neutrino passing through matter are studied: It i's also shown, that 
since the standard weak interaction cannot generate masses, it cannot 
generate permanent polarization of matter either; due to this reason the 
energy (W) of neutrino elastic interaction in matter in the Wolfenstein 
equation is zero. It leads to the conclusion: resonance enhancement of 
neutrino oscillations in matter does not exist. 

It is shown that in the standard weak interaction: the Cherenkov 
radiation cannot exist. 

The hypothetical left-right symmetrical weak interaction, which is 
used in the Wolfensein · equation, can generate the resonance enhance
ment of neutrino oscillation in matter, but for stars the condition for 
realization of the resonance is not fulfilled. Moreover, it is shown that 
-the neutrino resonance enhancement in matter must disappear without 
leaving a trace. when neutrinos go out into vacuum from matter' ( the 
Sun). 

Work [6] suggested the nonresonance mechanism of the neutrino 
oscillations enhancement in matter through the quasi-elastic weak in
teractions. 

In conclusion we would like to stress that in the experimental data 
from [7] there is no visible change in the spectrum of the B 8 Sun neutri
nos. The measured spectrum of neutrinos coincides with the computed 
spectrum of the B8 neutrinos [8]. 
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Eeunoes X.M. E2-97-360 
HeKOTOpLie Ja.Me'laHllll OTIIOCIITCJibHO ypasHeHHll 80Jib!peHWTettHa 
no OCUIIJIJUlllllll HeHTpllHO B BellleCTBC. 
Ynpynie BJattMO)leHCTBllll HeHTpllHO B semecTBe II IlOJillp113auHll semecTBa HeHTpllHO 

AllaJI11311pyeTCll q>IIJl!Ka, JieJKamall B OCHOBe ypaBHeHHll 80Jibq>eHWTettHa. }lJuI 3TOH UCJIII IIJyqaeTCJI 
npOXOJK,11eH11e q>OTOHa, MaCCIIBHOH JapllJKeHHOii qacmULI II MaCCIIBHOro HeiiTpllHO '1epe3 semecTBO. 
TTOKaJbIBaeTCll, '!TO IlOCKOJlbKY CJia6oe B3aHMO)leHq'Blle He MOJKeT reHep11pOBaTb Macey, TO 3Heprnll 
(W) ynpyroro B3aHMO)leHCTBllll HeHTpllHO s semeCTBe paBHa HYJIIO. 3TO npl!BO/ll!T K JaKJIIO'leHl!IO: 
peJOHaHCHOe yc11JieH11e OCllllJIJlllllllll HeiiTpllHO B BCllleCTBC He )lOJIJKHO npOIICXO/ll!Tb. 

TToKaJbIBaeTCll, '!TO B CJia6bIX B3aHMO)leHCTBHllX 'lepeHKOBCKoe IIJJIY'JCHl!e He cywecrnyeT. 
fllllOTem'!eCKoe JICBo-npaBOCIIMMeTpll'!Hoe CJia6oe B3al!MO)leHCTBl!e, KOTOpoe IICilOJibJYCTCJI B ypas

HeHIIII BoJibq>eHlllTCiiHa, MOJKeT reHep11poBaTb peJOHaHCHoe yc11JieH11e OCUIIJIJUlllllll HeHTpllHO B semecT
Be, HO (KaK IlOKaJaHO s pa60Te [1]) YCJIOBl!e Mll cyweCTBOBaHHll TaKOfO peJOHaHCa s JBeJ)lax 
He pean113yeTCJI. EoJiee TOfO, IlOKaJbIBaeTCll, '!TO np11 BLIXO)le HeiiTpl!HO 113 semecrsa (COJIHUa) B BaKYYM 
peJOHaHCHOe yc11JieH11e OCUIIJIJillllllll HeiiTpl!HO )lOJIJKHO IIC'leJHYTb 6ecCJie)lHO. 

Pa6orn BblllOJIHeHa B Jla6oparnp1111 CBepXBb[COKIIX 3Heprntt OIUIH. 

Coo6meHl!e Ome)lllHeHHOfO IIHCTIITYTa ll)lepHbIX IICCJle)lOBaHIIH. ,!ly6Ha, 1997 
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